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NEW QUESTION: 1
Contoso, Ltd. plans to use Office 365 for email services and
Lync Online. Contoso has four unique domain names.
You need to migrate domain names to Office 365.
Which two domain names should you exclude from the migration?
Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
A. contoso.co
B. contoso.local
C. contoso.us
D. contoso
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
contoso.us - valid TLD Domain contoso.co - valid TLD Domain
contoso - single labeled domain - not valid contoso.local internal labeled domain - not valid

NEW QUESTION: 2
The effect of a change in accounting principle that is
inseparable from the effect of a change in accounting
estimate should be reported:
A. As a separate disclosure after income from continuing
operations, in the period of change and future

periods if the change affects both.
B. By restating the financial statements of all prior periods
presented.
C. As a component of income from continuing operations, in the
period of change and future periods if the
change affects both.
D. As a correction of an error.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Choice "c" is correct. A change in accounting principle that is
inseparable from a change in accounting
estimate should now be reported as a change in estimate and
thus as a component of income from
continuing operations, in the period of change and future
periods if the change affects both. Distinguishing
between a change in accounting principle and a change in
accounting estimate is sometimes difficult. For
example, a company may change from deferring and amortizing a
cost to recording it as an expense
when incurred because future benefits of the cost have become
doubtful. The new accounting method is
adopted, therefore, in partial or complete recognition of the
change in estimated future benefits. The effect
of the change in principle is inseparable from the effect of
the change in estimate. Changes of this type
are often related to the continuing process of obtaining
additional information and revising estimates and
are therefore considered as changes in estimates. Choice "a" is
incorrect. Restating the financial
statements of all prior periods would be done in the case of
prior period adjustments (corrections of
errors), changes in accounting principle (retrospective
application), and changes in accounting entity
(retrospective application). Choice "b" is incorrect.
Correction of an error would be treated as a prior
period adjustment. Choice "d" is incorrect. Separate disclosure
after income from continuing operations
would be done in the case of extraordinary items or
discontinued operations. However, this disclosure
would not be made "in the period of change and future periods
if the change affects both" but only in the
period of the extraordinary item or discontinued operation.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is a valid FAST VP policy that would be recommended by
Tier Advisor?
A. EFD 400GB RAID 5 (3+1) -30%
FC 15K 300GB RAID 1 - 30%
FC 15K 400 GB RAID 5 (3+1) - 20%
SATA 7200 1TB RAID 6 (6+2) - 30%
B. EFD 400GB RAID 5 (3+1) -10%

FC 15K 300GB RAID 1 - 100%
SATA 7200 1TB RAID 6 (6+2) - 100%
C. EFD 400GB RAID 5 (3+1) -10%
FC 15K 300GB RAID 1 - 50%
SATA 7200 1TB RAID 6 (6+2) - 40%
D. EFD 400GB RAID 5 (3+1) -30%
FC 15K 300GB RAID 1 - 30%
SATA 7200 1TB RAID 6 (6+2) - 30%
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a hybrid Exchange Server 2016 organization.
Users use Outlook on the web. All mailboxes currently reside
on-premises.
You have an internal public key infrastructure (PKI) that uses
a certification authority (CA) named CA1.
Certificates are issued to users to sign and encrypted email
messages.
You move a mailbox to Exchange Online and you discover that the
mailbox fails to exchange signed or encrypted email messages
from the on-premises mailbox users.
You need to ensure that all of the mailboxes that were moved to
Exchange Online can send encrypted email messages to the
on-premises mailboxes. The mailboxes must also be able to
receive encrypted email messages from the on-premises
mailboxes.
You export the required certificates to a file named Export.sst
What command should you run next? To answer, select appropriate
options in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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